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By Joseph Lipski
At the time of this writing four months have passed 

since the outbreak of the uprising in the Occupied Terri
tories by the Palestinian population. During the course 
of the uprising many aspects have become clearer and 
many illusions have exploded as new facts make them
selves evident.

We remember still the sharp discussions about the 
character of the “Six Day War” and about the question 
of whether Resolution 242 of the UN Security Council 
speaks about a withdrawal from all Occupied territories 
or merely from territories, thereby justifying the inten
tion to leave in the hands of Israel not all but some of the 
territories.

In the flames of the Palestinian uprising the discus
sions around this question have been pushed aside 
apparently, leaving that to the historians.

The central question of the necessity for an early 
Israeli withdrawal from the Occupied Territories has 
been placed on the agenda with all its vehemence. Broad 
circles have arrived at the conclusion that the occupation 
of territories in the “Six Day War” was a great disaster 
for Israel and has led to the current dangerous situation. 
Instead of bringing security, the occupation of lands has 
created a life of hell and the danger of another war.

For years only the Communist Party of Israel along 
with leading personalities have called for withdrawal 
from the territories occupied since the “Six Day War.” 
But today such demands are raised in wider circles and in 
many universities.

These days, hundreds of lecturers and students of the 
religious Bar-Ilan University have appealed to the gov
ernment to agree to withdrawal from the Occupied Terri
tories. In many Kibbutzim, similar resolutions are being 
adopted and at large mass gatherings the necessity for 
the withdrawal from the territories is emphasized.

People are beginning to understand that abolishing the 
“Green Line” and holding on to the whole of “Eretz- 
Yisroel, (Biblical Israel), as promoted by the extreme 
right-wing circles, will change the nature of the Israeli 
States. Keeping in mind the one and one half million 
Palestinians in the Occupied territories and the 700,000 
Israeli Arabs, such as a state might lose its Jewish 
character if all are granted full civil rights. Under such 
circumstances the Knesset might include 50 Arab and 70 
Jewish deputies. 30% of the representatives in the Jeru
salem municipality would be Palestinian with this prop
ortion changing in favor of the Arabs over the course of 
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On The Events in the Village of Beita
The events in the village of Beita, in the Occupied 

Territories are a serious turning point and an alarm signal 
in the developments flowing from the Palestinian upris-
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years. From this stand-point ever widening reasonable 
circles demand a withdrawal from the Occupied Terri
tories and call for the establishment of a Palestinian State 
alongside the State of Israel, to evolve from an interna
tional conference with the necessary guarantees for the 
preservation of peace with the Palestinians who refuse to 
live under the Israeli occupation. This is the signal from 
the present uprising.

The extremist right-wing circles have, obviously a 
different solution. They demand the denial of civil rights 
to the Palestinians, the strangulation of any and all 
opposition to the Israeli occupation and call for the mass 
deportation of Palestinians.

Unfortunately the Israeli Labor Party leader Yitzhak 
Rabin, as Minister of Defense, pursues an “iron fist” 
policy in order to strangle the Palestinian liberation 
struggle.

These days mass arrests are carried out among the 
Palestinians; heavy inhuman sanctions are imposed on 
the Palestinian population. Obviously, then, Al- 
Hamishmar is correct when it writes: “those who carry 
out this policy do not understand, that even if they place 
the entire population of the territories in prison, they 
cannot put an end to the Palestinian struggle for national 
liberation,” 3/20/88. From the very beginning the 
Palestinians were called terrorists, but as time passes, it 
becomes clear to widening circles that a national strug
gle is taking place.

At the same time two questions are raised: “Will the 
Palestinian leaders agree to live in peace with the State of 
Israel and what is the approach of the organized Israeli 
Arab society toward the uprising by the Palestinians in 
the Occupied Territories?”

First, it is important to point out that all Arab States, 
as also the PLO leadership agree to sit side by side with 
Israel at an international conference to achieve peace 
with Israel within the 1967 borders.

Recently a series of meetings took place between 
Israeli and Palestinian personalities. One of the leaders 
of the “Peace Now” movement, Tsali Reshed, de
clared: “I am prepared, under certain conditions, to 
agree to a Palestinian State led by the PLO,” Yediot 
Aharanot, 3/25/88. Continuing he said: “I do not want 
one and one half million Palestinians under our rule.. . . 
I want to return to a State of Israel with a clear Jewish 
majority ...”

Israelis cease to be afraid of a Palestinian State along
side Israel and they no longer refer to the PLO as a 
terrorist organization but rather regard them as a partner 
with whom we must negotiate. Indeed, there are in this 
organization different groups and there are also marginal 
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groups outside the PLO who disagree with the position 
of the common program of the leadership of the PLO. 
However, in the Arab countries and in the PLO, reason
able forces who favor a political solution have gained the 
dominant position.

The organized Israeli Arab society naturally expresses 
its solidarity with the struggles of the Palestinian People 
against the occupation. They do so because of their 
national identity as well as because many have close 
relatives there.

A tragic-comic situation has developed. The same 
right-wing circles who preach the abolition of the 
“Green Line of 1967,” demand that the Israeli Arabs 
respect this line in their relations with the other Arabs, 
even with their close relatives who live across the line.

Malicious agitation has been unloosed against the 
organized Israeli Arabs who protest against the military 
operations against the Palestinian population in the 
Occupied Territories. These protests are characterized 
as an expression of disloyalty toward the State of Israel. 
Thus, the Communist Party of Israel is being accused of 
inciting the Israeli Arab population to become disloyal to 
the State of Israel.

Based on British mandatory law, Prime Minister Yot- 
zhak Shamir has even closed the Arabic language daily 
of the Communist Party, Al- Ittihad, for seven days from 
March 23rd until March 30th, the “Day of the Land,” 
proclaimed as a day of solidarity with the Palestinian 
population, notwithstanding the practice of broad Jew
ish circles participating in this solidarity demonstration, 
including well-known and respected writers, cultural 
figures and social activists.

Broad Israeli circles have protested the closing of the 
newspaper which has published, especially in the most 
recent period, condemnation of isolated actions by ele
ments in Israel who have thrown stones and hoisted 
Palestinian flags. “Our flag is the Israeli flag” asserted 
Tawfig Zayad, Mayor of Nazareth and Communist de
puty in the Israeli Knesset.

The above and other actions are an expression of the 
failure of the policy pursued by the Israeli ruling circles. 
Commenting on the current scene the writer Yizhar 
Smilansky cries out: "Wake up, coffee-drinkers; do 
something to change the situation," Davar, 3/25/88, 
“because it is urgently necessary to change this policy. ’ ’



ing in the Occupied Territories and in the life of Israel’s 
society.

During the first months, the extreme right-wing col
onialists of Kiryat Arba sounded an alarm that the in
habitants of the village of Beita attacked a group of 
Jewish children who were on an excursion in the neigh
borhood and that this assault caused the death of the 15 
year old school girl, Tirza Porat and of two Arab villa
gers and caused injuries to other pupils in the group.

Hysterical cries called out for the immediate punish
ment of the villagers of Beita, for the demolition of the 
village and to have the village inhabitants driven away.

However, in the meantime, reports arrived, throwing 
more light on the events causing the tragic death of the 
school girl and of the two Palestinians. These reports 
revealed an entirely different picture.

It is assumed that even in normal times that each 
excursion into the area must be reported in advance to 
the proper authorities. It is common practice that excur
sions into specially disturbed areas be accompanied by 
an escort. It was. therefore, astonishing that the local 
escorts of that particular group of school children had 
decided to take an excursion into such a disturbed area, 
at such a moment of unrest, without reporting their plan 
to the proper authorities. Furthermore, it was revealed 
that both escorts who led the school children and who 
chose as the place of their trip those tense Arab villages, 
are well known in the Arab areas as "men with a past 
record as troublemakers in the neighborhood and one of 
them even has a criminal record,” Ha'Aretz, 12/4/88. 
The very fact that these "escorts” appeared on the scene 
as leaders of the youth group has aroused unrest and 
concern in the village.

The investigation of the military revealed that the 
“escorts” of the group of 14-16 year old students chased 
away from the place where they sat down to rest an Arab 
shepherd who rushed to alarm the village. This episode 
already increased the tension. One of the two escorts 
started at once to shoot at the Arab youth who rushed to 
the scene of the incident, throwing stones. The shots that 
rang out killed a 14 year old Arab boy on the spot and 
later on another Arab young man. The escort was hit on 
the head by a stone and started to shoot in all directions. 
The military investigation reported that the 14 year old 
girl was killed by a bullet from the weapon in the hands 
of the escort. Yoel Marcus wrote in Ha'Aretz, 12/4/88, 
“If the Arab villagers wanted to kill the walkers, they 
could have done it. They had enough time to do it. 
Though an entire army occupies the territories, no Israeli 
armed forces appeared on the scene for over an hour.”

Yoel Marcus writes further: “It turns out that there 
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were enough villagers who were determined not to per
mit the staging of a real pogrom. Arabs have shown 
more responsibility than the parents of the Israeli chil
dren who permitted the excursion." The entire press 
points out that some Arab women protected several girls 
among the group, including the daughter of Benny Kat- 
zower, the chief of the extremist right-wing anti-Arab 
agitators, who unleashed a wild slander campaign 
against the commanding Israeli officers as well as 
against the Arab population. This campaign included a 
demand to drive all Arabs out of the village.

Oded Lifshitz is correct when he writes: "If Benny 
Katzover and his companions, whose children were 
saved by the Arabs, would have a shred of morality and 
self-respect and something like simple human feelings, 
they would find a way to meet the Arabs who helped 
their children and would thank them personally and then 
afterwards, in public, thank them again," A! Hamish- 
mar. 4/15/88.

They did nothing of the kind and. being blinded by 
anti-Arab hatred, they and other extreme right wingers 
inside the government unleashed an hysterical campaign 
demanding the taking of drastic measures against the 
whole Palestinian People. They even called for the re
moval of the military commanders claiming that they 
treat the Palestinians with too much leniency because 
they do not deport all Arabs and those from Beita in the 
first instance. It is important to bear in mind that since 
the beginning of the uprising 5000 Palestinians have 
been arrested and 1,300 detained according with admi
nistrative regulations. These Palestinians, in their 
majority, are political, social and cultural activists 
against whom no specific charges have been brought. 
All favored a political solution.

The seriousness of the situation lies in the fact that the 
government military authorities have capitulated in view 
of the campaign incited by the extremist right-wing 
circles flowing from the events in the village of Beita. 
Collective punishment is being meted out. 14 houses 
were demolished and entire families, including little 
children, were thrown into the street, including pregnant 
women, elderly people, six villagers of Beita were de
ported. The houses were blown up without waiting for 
the results of the investigation. The army admitted de
molishing “by mistake" the house of a family who 
helped protect the school children. At the same time the 
extremist right-wing circles started a wild campaign of 
agitation against those forces in Israel proper who are 
demanding a more reasonable policy.

The respectable writer, Yizhar Smilansky, says right- 
Continued on page 17
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ROOTS AND BRANCHES
By Jon Weisberger

This article by Jon Weisberger, Jewish community 
leader and peace activist, is the first in a series of 
articles to appear regularly in our pages. They will 
probe significant trends and events, current issues 
and published articles of interest to the readers of 
Jewish Affairs.

ONE STATE OR TWO?
The Palestinian uprising seems to have finally broken 

through the web of bias, distortion, racism and outright 
denial of reality that has plagued Middle East coverage 
in the U.S. media for years. As a result, the Israeli- 
Palestinian-Arab conflict is finally being taken up by 
significantly larger sectors of the progressive move
ment. The heightened interest has, however, underlined 
the need to review some points that are essential if a just 
and lasting resolution to the conflict is to be found.

Much attention has been devoted in the progressive 
press, and justly so, to the inadequacy of plans such as 
the Shultz, proposal, which would deny the full exercise 
of the Palestinian right to self-determination. But a re
cent ad in theiVch' York T'/mer (March 13, 1988), reveals 
that confusion about what constitutes a just settlement is 
not limited only to those who argue for some form of 
Palestinian “autonomy”; in this case, the confusion 
centers around the argument for the “dismantling” of 
Israel and its replacement by a “democratic, secular 
Palestine, where Jews and Arabs, Christians and Mos
lems, live together with equal rights and opportunities. ’ ’

Such a proposal has its attractions for many progres
sives, not least because of the disgusting nature of the 
Occupation and the racist character of much of Israeli 
political discourse. Still, this approach is consistent 
neither with a concrete analysis of Middle East history 
nor with an objective, scientific approach to the question 
of national rights. It is, therefore, fundamentally a diver
sion from the road to peace, and grist for the mill of the 
Israeli rejectionists and their supporters.

The right of nations to self-determination is not a 
privilege arbitrarily granted, but a sovereign right that 
flows from the existence of those nations, formed “on 
the basis of objective economic, cultural and other fac
tors. . . . The formation of nations . . . always has a 
definite socio- economic content.” (G. Glezerman, 
Classes and Nations, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 
1977, pp. 18, 23). This is the basis upon which the 
Palestinian people stand in their call for self- 
determination, and it is equally the basis on which the 
Israeli nation is entitled to national self- determination. 
MaylJune

(The essence of the conflict, as has been pointed out 
repeatedly by Palestinian spokespersons, has been the 
exercise of that right by only one of the two nations.)

The formation of an Israeli nation has been recognized 
by Communists around the world. In a penetrating 
analysis published the year before the 1967 War, Israeli 
Communist Party General Secretary Meir Vilnerpointed 
out that in the period from the mid-1930s to 1940s, “the 
Jewish community in Palestine .. . passed from the stage 
of a national minority to that of a nation in the process of 
formation. . . .” (The Palestinian Problem and the 
Israeli-Arab Dispute, 1966, p. 12). Vilnerdemonstrated 
that the process was not simply one of an increase in 
numerical terms of the number of Jews living in Pales
tine, but of developments in the economic life of colo
nial Palestine, pointing to the growth and particular form 
of the Jewish sector of the Palestinian economy and to . 
“growing contradictions between segments of the Jew
ish community (including a part of the bourgeoisie) and 
imperialism.” (ibid).

Soviet scholar and foreign policy advisor Yevgeni 
Primakov was equally clear in 1978, writing that “[t]he 
Jewish—the larger—part of Israel’s population lives on 
a single territory, and has a common economic life and a 
common language, Hebrew, which is the principle 
medium of communication in the country. . . . The 
psychological makeup of the Israeli nation is stamped 
with the inprint of the historical conditions of Israel’s 
emergence, the incessant battle for territorial expansion 
and the conflict with the country’s Arab national minor
ity, which is discriminated against. . . . The emergence 
of the Israeli nation is an objective reality, and there is 
nothing to suggest that the process can be stopped. So 
calls to deprive the Israelis of their right to self- 
determination, including the right to their own state, are 
untenable and unhistorical.” (Anatomy of the Middle 
East Conflict, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1978, pp. 
114-15).

This objective process can, of course, be separated 
from the question of political power within the emergent 
nation. As Glezerman points out, “(d]uring the forma
tion of nations within a bourgeois society the 
bourgeoisie is usually the first to become consolidated as 
a class while the proletariat consolidates later. That is 
why the consolidation of the proletariat as a class takes 
place within the already formed or still forming nations 
of a bourgeois society. The bourgeoisie and its national
ist parties take advantage of this to impose a ‘unified’ 
national ideology upon the proletariat.” (op. cit., pp. 
26-7). In the case of Israel, of course, that ideology was 
Zionism, which not only put forth an ideology of
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“hypothetical scenario' ’ Lcmer digs himself into a near- 
ly-bottomless pit; in the space of four paragraphs he 
manages to insult every party dragged into this silly 
attempt at squaring the circle. Lerner apparently has not 
studied any Zionist history; had he done so, he surely 
would have realized that Zionism predates the Holo
caust, and that Zionist theory has never based its claim to 
“Eretz Yisroel" on the tragedy of the Holocaust. In
deed, in his own magazine, in the preceding issue 
(March/April, 1988), Lerner's chum Shimon Peres 
managed to conclude that the “central task for Jewish 
life in the 1940s" was not (he rescue of European Jews 
but “for Israel to reach independence."

* ♦ ♦ *
FRAUD, FAMINE AND FASCISM.

That s the title of a recently-published study of the 
Ukrainian genocide myth by Canadian trade unionist 
and journalist Douglas Tottlc (Progress Books, Toronto, 
1987). It s a fascinating debunking of the slanderous 
campaign against the Soviet Union alleging that the 
1932-33 famine in the Ukraine was a deliberately plan
ned genocide of Ukrainians by the Soviet government.

This campaign, begun in the 1930s by the Nazis and 
the Hearst press, was revived in the mid-1980s with the 
near-simultaneous release of the film "Harvest of De
spair and Robert Conquest’s book Harvest of Sorrow. 1 
can recall seeing the film on my local PBS affiliate 
several years ago, and Conquest’s book can still be 
found in many of the mass market bookstores, having 
been issued as a trade paperback. Both, according to 
Tottle, are frauds, making use of photos that predate the 
period in question by some 10 years, extensive material 
from Nazi sources, and “eyewitness” accounts from 
Nazis and Ukrainian Nationalist collaborators.

Tottle hypothesizes that the revival of the famine
genocide campaign is part of the general Reaganite ultra
reactionary ideological drive to slander the Soviet Un
ion, but adds an interesting twist in noting that Conquest 
book revises the alleged death figure upward from an 
earlier work. “Amid renewed investigations of East 
European war criminals in North America," he says, 
“diversionary works with death calculations approx
imating or surpassing Hitler’s six million Jewish victims 
were required.” And he underlines the connection with 
ample citations from the works of Ukrainian Nationalist 
authors, some of whom are used as sources by Conquest, 
which lay the responsibility for the "genocide" at the 
door of “Yid terrorists” and “Zionist Jews.”

One of the most depressing items in Tottle’s study is 
the involvement of Harvard University in this ongoing 
stew of anti-Sovietism and anti- Semitism.

Jewish Affairs

chauvinism and expansionism in order to perpetuate 
bourgeois domination, but facilitated the formation of 
the Israeli nation through the doctrine of “Jewish 
labor, ’ ’ furthering the creation of a distinct Jewish sector 
in the economy that became increasingly differentiated 
from the Arab economy.

The N.Y. Times ad is particularly problematic be
cause it makes use of the atrocious relationship between 
Israel and South Africa, and the racist nature of the 
ruling Zionist circles in Israel to draw a false analogy 
between the situation in South Africa and Israel, arguing 
that a two-state solution in the Middle East is as un
acceptable as a two-state solution would be in South 
Africa. This proposition utilizes the apartheid- like con
ditions of the Occupation, and the ongoing discrimina
tion against Israeli Arabs, while ignoring crucial differ
ences in the historical development of South Africa and 
Israel, most notably the existence of a single, highly- 
concentrated economy in South Africa in which Blacks 
and whites both participate. In this way the ad’s authors 
confuse two different, though equally horrifying cases 
of oppression.

In fact, the two-state solution is the only one which 
meets the needs of the peoples of the Middle East. This is 
why Palestinian Communist Party Political Bureau 
member Naim Ashhab called in Moscow for a solution 
that “should be just and should guarantee [the Palesti
nian people] the right to self-determination and the 
establishment of an independent state on the West Bank 
with the Arab sector of Jerusalem and the Gaza Strip 
included in it— alongside the existence of the State of 
Israel.” (Meeting of Representatives of the Parties and 
Movements Participating in the Celebration of the 70th 
Anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolution, 
Novosti, Moscow, 1988, p. 428)

SAY WHAT?
Michael Lerner seems to have taken a dive into the sea 

of make-believe in the latest issue of TiWcun (May/June, 
1988). The magazine has certainly had its bouts of 
irrelevance and folly in the past, along with a fair share 
of interesting and occasionally profound material, but 
the editorial “Israel at Forty” definitely marks a new 
and disturbing low.

Why? Well, in order to explain why “Zionism has 
been the national liberation struggle of the Jewish peo
ple,” Lerner devotes a full fourth of his editorial to a 
ludicrous analogy in which “Northern whites” play the 
role of the Palestinian Arab people, while “blacks from 
the South” (note the lower case) stand in for “Jewish 
refugees”! Needless to say, after starting from this 
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damental positions that have guided its responses to the 
Soviet Union.” The program also hints at a possible 
shift regarding the waiver provisions of the Jackson- 
Vanik and Stevenson Amendments, which link US- 
Soviet trade relations to Soviet internal affairs.

* * * *
GOOD NEWS FROM AN UNLIKELY SOURCE.

A recent article in the Moonie magazine Insight (May 
16, 1988), confirms once again the progressive tilt of 
Jewish voters. Citing a Los Angeles Times poll, the 
article notes that 41% of Jewish Americans categorized 
themselves as “liberal", compared to 18% of all Amer
icans surveyed. Only 17% described themselves as 
‘ ‘conservative’ ’ (as against 30% of the ‘ ‘ all Americans’ ’ 
group), while 15% described themselves as “other.” 
The article also reproduces the conclusions of a Uni
versity of Michigan study that showed that the much- 
vaunted “rightward” swing of Jewish American voters 
appears to be a thing of the past, and that no Republican 
candidate for President since 1960 has gotten more than 
40% of the Jewish vote (Reagan in 1980). In 1984, 
Reagan received only about 30% of the Jewish Amer
ican vote, despite a multi-million dollar campaign prom
oting his candidacy to Jewish voters. “When you ask 
voters which party cares for you more as an individual, 
you find that the Republican Party still is not seen as 
really caring for Jews," says Chris Gersten, director of 
the National Jewish Coalition, the Republican Jewish 
front.

The prospects for 1988? According to Stephen M. 
Cohen, a sociologist at Queens College, “Reagan was 
fiscally, socially and culturally conservative and most 
Jews are not. Bush has succeeded in identifying with 
Reagan, which may be good for some parts of the coun
try but terrible among Jews.” 

DANGER: GLASNOST!
Those tricky Soviets—always scheming ... at least, 

that seems to be the point of view of some Zionists. The 
word from the right-wing Soviet Jewry circles is that the 
Soviets have cleverly struck a blow against the emigra
tion activists by—what? By letting them leave! Thus, 
Gideon Alon writes in Ha'aretz (October 5, 1987) that 
“they have, by releasing most of the leaders before a 
new leadership could have been settled in, created a 
vacuum which will not be filled for a long time.” How’s 
that for diabolical! As Boaz Evron replied in Yediot 
Aharonot four days later, “If that is so, then why don’t 
they stop shouting: ‘Let my people go’? . . . Even Alice 
would not have found her way around the 'Campaign for 
Soviet Jewry’s ’ wonderland.”

For Hadassah, though, things seem much clearer. In 
the May, 1988 issue of Hadassah Magazine, President 
Ruth Popkin lets us in on the real news: after the Moscow 
summit, “(t]he cuddly Russian bear . . . will bare its 
ugly fangs again as it rips into the nation’s Jews in 
earnest." According to Popkin, Soviet Jews have “six 
months at most to escape the systematic, state- 
sanctioned persecution” of the Soviet Union.”

On a more hopeful note, Larry Cohler writes in the 
Jewish World (April 15, 1988) that “the American 
Soviet Jewry movement is facing a major organizational 
shakeup." According to Cohler, the Council of Jewish 
Federations is moving to throw its backing to either the 
National Conference on Soviet Jewry (NCSJ) or the 
National Jewish Community Relations Advisory Coun
cil (NJCRAC). A decision is expected by September, at 
the latest.

The struggle is interesting because it pits an avowedly 
single-issue NCSJ, headed by Morris Abram, against a 
multi-issue umbrella NJCRAC which has deeper con
nections with Jewish communities around the country. 
Abram argues that “you can’t have the second most 
important [Jewish] movement after Israel subservient to 
a multi-purpose group ... If you mix it with ... a whole 
list of other agenda items, it dilutes the cause.”

NJCRAC, on the other hand, while continuing in 
general to follow the same anti-Soviet line, has shown 
some signs of a greater flexibility, quite possibility the 
result of indirect grassroots pressure from the clearly 
pro- detente Jewish community. NJCRAC’s Joint Prog
ram Plan for 1987-88 includes as a strategic goal the 
“review [of] its position on a Moscow-based conference 
on human rights in the light of the coming year’s experi
ence . . .”, and calls for “a careful and thoughtful 
process of re- examination ... of longstanding fun-
MaylJune



The Rosenberg-Sobell Frame-Up 
America’s “Dreyfus Affair”

1. Both cases involved shocking and unprecedented 
sentences. Devil’s Island, long in disuse as inhumane 
was restructured to accommodate its sole prisoner for 
life (had Dreyfus not been pardoned in 1899 and totally 
vindicated in 1906.) In the Rosenberg case, death sent
ences for espionage or conspiracy were unprecedented 
in peacetime, and in civil court history. It was particular
ly shocking where the charges were for helping a war
time ally; and further aggravated by executing a husband

Jewish Affairs

By Aaron Katz

Thirty-five years after the tragic electrocutions of 
Ethel and Julius Rosenberg, June 19, 1953, an almost- 
official vindication of the Rosenbergs has been released 
by the most unlikely of sources. From THE AUTO
BIOGRAPHY OF ROY COHN (assisted by Sidney 
Zion), from the corrupt and disbarred attorney, key 
assistant prosecutor in the Rosenberg case, comes this 
revelation on the front page of the New York Post, 
2-16-88: ROY COHN and the ROSENBERGS Stunning 
Espose, Page four. There, a full-page article by Eric 
Pettman is headlined: NEW ROSENBERG TRIAL 
SHOCKER. The article discusses Judge Kaufman's 
“secret and regular” ex parte discussions with Cohn 
before and during the trial. It reveals that before the trial 
began, Kaufman assured Cohn he would sentence Julius 
to death. In a secret phone conversation during the trial, 
Cohn advised Kaufman to also sentence Ethel to death!

This “Alice in Wonderland" scenario, “first you 
hang the victim, then have the trial, ’' does not meet with 
favor in the world's democracies. It did prevail, and 
over-rode world leaders’ clemency appeals on the 
McCarthyism of the 1950s in the United States.

The Rosenberg-Sobell case has been aptly described 
as America’s “DREYFUS AFFAIR." Why should this 
case of the 1950s continue to interest historians, poets 
playwrights and authors, legal scholars, philosophers 
and clergy leaders all over the world? Why is it of special 
concern to the Jewish people?

There are powerful similarities in France’s Dreyfus 
Affair around the turn of the century, (1894-1906) and 
America’s Rosenberg case at mid-century, (1950- 
1953). Both cases reveal the effects of the national 
hysteria during periods of heightened emotions, and 
they show the pitfalls to guard against if the public is to 
be protected. It concerns the Jewish people in particular, 
not only because of the Army and Church-supported 
anti-Semitism in the Dreyfus Affair, but also because of 
the reactions of several national American-Jewish orga
nizations and leaders to exaggerated perceptions of anti- 
Semitism in the Rosenberg case.

Both cases involved incredible hysteria and injustice 
against Jewish victims. But while Captain Alfred 
Dreyfus, of the French Army General Staff, was 
selected as victim in an orgy of anti-Semitism, the 
Rosenbergs' selection and their Jewishness was more- 
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or-less incidental. Jewishness played a part, but the 
Rosenbergs became victims of America’s orgy of 
McCarthyite anti-Communism, jeopardizing the entire 
American people. Communism included any number of 
"sins,” that is, virtues, and if a person displayed any 
one of such qualities, he or she might be a "secret" 
Communist or an enemy agent. Was he "a bleeding 
heart liberal" who voiced sympathy for or tried to help 
the poor and the oppressed? Did he support equal rights 
for blacks and other minorities? Was he a fighter against 
anti- Semitism, an activist labor leader, a critic of capi
talist greed, a peace- nik. a staunch trade-unionist? Did 
he favor nuclear disarmament? Was he a reader of Tol
stoy or Dostoevsky, an intellectual, a lover of Russian 
music, an admirer of Roosevelt. an enemy of Roosevelt? 
All are suspect to the anti-Communist.

Some Jewish leaders and organizations, intimidated 
by and yielding to the McCarthyism of the period, deter
mined toprove “Jewish loyalty" to the government. IN 
THE PROCESS OF DEFENDING THE GOVERN
MENT FROM WHAT THEY CONSIDERED FALSE 
AND EXAGGERATED CLAIMS OF ANTI
SEMITISM. THEY DEFENDED ALSO THE 
CRUELEST AND MOST GRIEVOUS VIOLATIONS 
OF JUSTICE. FAIR TRIAL. AND HUMAN RIGHTS 
AGAINST MANY OF THEIR OWN PEOPLE. They 
attempted to stifle a dissent as the innocent Rosenbergs 
were electrocuted, and as the innocent Morton Sobell 
was sentenced to 30-years imprisonment.

The major difference between the Dreyfus and Rosen
berg case has been alluded to. above: In "Dreyfus” the 
hysteria was primarily anti-Semitism; in "Rosenberg" 
primarily anti-Communist. Now let us deal with six 
astounding similarities, factors justifying the title, 
"America’s Dreyfus Affair:”

1. The inordinate sentences.
2. Falsification and exaggeration of the charges.
3. The incredible government violations.
4. The absence of evidence and its astounding effect.
5. The cover-up.
6. The results of victory; the triumph of truth.



and wife and orphaning two small children.
A favorite prosecution trick: When the evidence 

against the accused is scant or non-existent, a maximum 
sentence creates the illusion of guilt!

2. In "Dreyfus,” the evidence rested on a hand
written ‘bordereau’ or summary of data being transfer
red to the German Military Attache, supposedly written 
by Dreyfus. The army alleged that such data could have 
destroyed France, and “the Jews” were to blame. When 
the High Court, in 1906, pointed to the real spy, Count 
Esterhazy, and threw out the case against Dreyfus, it 
noted that Esterhazy’s data was worthless, with unim
portant data in the public domain. In “Rosenberg,” 
Judge Kaufman blamed them for “putting the A-bomb 
into the hands of the Russians,” causing the war in 
Korea, “untold millions” of lost lives in the future, and 
“changing the course of history to the disadvantage of 
our country.” That statement has been ridiculed 
throughout the scientific community, and by General 
Leslie Groves, Commander of the Atom-bomb project, 
who discussed the material allegedly passed in the 
Rosenberg case as “of minor value.” “I would never 
say that publicly,” he hastened to add, at the 1954 
hearing IN THE MATTER OF J. ROBERT 
OPPENHEIMER. His statement was kept secret for 25 
years, until released to the Rosenbergs’ sons under their 
Freedom of Information Act lawsuit.

Such falsification is another favored trick of the pro
secution. When it claims that “the very life of the 
country is at stake,” few jurors will give defendants the 
benefit of the doubt to which they are entitled. That false 
claim "won” the case against Dreyfus, and it similarly 
“won” against the Rosenbergs.

3. Emile Zola and Georges Clemenceau first appealed 
for Dreyfus, though they believed him guilty. They 
fought for a new trial when they learned that War Minis
ter Mercier, in violation of French law, had sent secret 
information to the courtmartial judges, to be read when 
they adjourned to consider their verdict. Without this 
unlawful interference—defendants had to be confronted 
with all evidence against them—an acquittal would have 
been assured. In the process of fighting for a new trial 
and witnessing the many government frauds, forgeries 
and perjuries, they learned the identity of the real spy 
and became convinced of Dreyfus’ innocence. Similar
ly , American leaders who originally pleaded for clemen
cy for the Rosenbergs on humane grounds, mainly be
cause of the death sentences, began to note scores of 
flagrant violations by the FBI and Justice Department, 
by Judge Kaufman and the prosecutors, by the atomic 
myth involved in the charges, and by a clearly apparent 
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cover-up. They protested the Supreme Court’s failure to 
review “THE CASE OF THE CENTURY,” and they 
were supported by the strongly- expressed opinions of 
Appeals Court Justices Jerome Frank and Learned 
Hand, and Supreme Court Justices Frankfurter and 
Black and Douglas.

4. In “Dreyfus,” aside from the contradictory hand
writing testimony about the bordereau, there was only 
this added “evidence:” Major Henry, like Dreyfus on 
the General Staff, testified that “a gentleman of unim
peachable character and integrity once informed him 
that Dreyfus was a spy.” Asked to name the “gentle
man,” Major Henry refused, saying that as an army 
officer he was honor-bound not to name his informant. 
Shortly thereafter, “the anonymous gentleman” was all 
that remained of the evidence, when it became public 
knowledge that Count Esterhazy, a Captain in the 
French army, had handwritten the incriminating bor
dereau. What was the army’s reply when their case 
against Dreyfus was thus demolished? It was virtually 
identical with that of the Catholic Church and Drumont ’ s 
anti- Semitic newspaper, LA PAROLE LIBRE: 
“Dreyfus is a Jew and has never repudiated his Jewish
ness, so he had to be guilty. If Esterhazy had written the 
bordereau, then he must have been paid by Dreyfus’ 
Jewish money.”

Against Rosenberg, the only evidence of atomic 
espionage or conspiracy came from Ethel Rosenberg’s 
brother and his wife, David and Ruth Greenglass. Their 
testimony was undocumented and uncorroborated. 
David had been an army machinist, working at Los 
Alamos, at the A-bomb project. He was arrested by the 
FBI in June, 1950, charged with espionage and 
threatened with a death sentence if he didn’t “cooper
ate.” He ‘cooperated,’ making a deal with the prosecu
tion whereby he would testify against his ‘recruiters’ in 
return for leniency for himself and freedom for his wife 
who confessed to having participated with him in 
espionage. The ‘recruiters' he named were Julius and 
Ethel Rosenberg, enemies from a failed business part
nership. An intensive 9-month effort by the FBI to find 
some confirmation of the Greenglass charges ended with 
absolute zero, no corroboration of the Greenglass testi
mony. Would an American jury convict, without any 
confirmation?

Cohn and Saypol resolved that problems with their 
blatant lie in summation—too late to be exposed by the 
defense ,a and left unchallenged by the judge—asserting 
that witness Harry Gold had confirmed every word of the 
Greenglass testimony. Gold had corroborated nothing 
about the Rosenbergs, never mentioned them at the trial,
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and had never heard of them before his arrest. His 
testimony corroborated Greenglass guilt but not Rosen
berg’s. That outright lie probably cost the lives of the 
Rosenbergs.

5: As proof of innocence mounted in the Dreyfus case, 
Army leaders compounded their original sin by massive 
forgeries and suborned perjuries. Many who opposed 
the frame-up were attacked as traitors; many lost their 
lives or their freedom; Dreyfusards lost their seats in the 
Chamber of Deputies; liberal voices were stilled. Zola, 
sentenced to prison following his J’ACCUSE, was 
forced to flee the country, continuing his effort for 
justice from England.

Similarly, in “Rosenberg,” those who pointed to the 
dearth of evidence; to the unsupported nature, the con
tradictions. and the implausibility of the purchased 
Greenlass testimony; scientists who pointed to the ato
mic myth involved in the charges; and courageous legal 
scholars who dared to expose the Emperor as Naked, 
were all branded as dupes of agents or “fellow travel
ers.” Judges who protested were threatened with im
peachment or worse, and Members of Congress who 
were willing to talk to Rosenberg supporters—a hand
ful, at most—made sure to leave their offices for the 
hallways or cafeterias, convinced that their offices were 
“bugged.” The media refrained form voicing any 
doubts, even about the wild rhetoric of prosecutors 
Saypol and Cohn, of their trial judge-ally, Irving R. 
Kaufman, and about his inordinate and unprecedented 
death sentences. Only the Yiddish press and the Anglo- 
Jewish weeklies protested those sentences. Outside the 
country, however, just as in the Dreyfus Affair, the 
whole world protested.

6. We know what happened following Dreyfus’ vin
dication. Jews were able, once again, to walk the streets 
in France without cringing, with their heads held high. 
Socialists like Jean Juares and Leon Blum, and liberals 
were fully vindicated, no longer to be unseated and 
repudiated because of their Dreyfusard views. 
Clemenceau became the head of a succeeding govern
ment. The right to dissent was reinstated to its honored 
position.

Total vindication of the Rosenbergs will, of course, 
help save the Jewish people from unfounded slander. 
More important, it should mark the total repudiation of 
McCarthyism, restoration of the right to dissent, and 
returning our Bill of Rights to its proper exalted status. It 
should return a resident’s right to be a Republican or a 
Communist, a Democrat or a Socialist, and still be 
accepted as an honored and loyal individual. It should 
mean the repeal of those laws and precedents enacted at 
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the height of McCarthyism, laws still on the books that 
run counter to our lofty traditions and principles—the 
Smith Act, the McCarran Acts and the conspiracy laws 
or their abuse. Therein lies the importance and the ne
cessity of relentless efforts for total vindication.

THIS 35th ANNIVERSARY, with the startling Cohn 
exposures of the frame-up, must be the year when "the 
walls of Jericho come tumbling down," when letters to 
Congress will compel the appointment of a Congression
al Commission of Inquiry into the Rosenberg-Sobcll 
case.

On the anniversary day. Sunday, June 19. 1988, from 
3 to 5:30 p.m., a Commemoration will take place at New 
York City’s prestigious COMMUNITY CHURCH. 40 
E. 35 St. It will be highlighted with the Premier of the 
Rosenberg cantata. WE ARE INNOCENT, by the well- 
known composer. Leonard Lchnnan. based on the pris
on letters of Ethel and Julius. Two days earlier. Friday, 
June 17, from 12 to 2 p.m.. there will be a demonstration 
at the U.S. Courthouse in Foley Square, where the 
infamous trial took place in 1951, and where the trial 
judge, Irving R. Kaufman, now sits on the Circuit Court. 
Will Kaufman’s silence continue, following the Cohn 
confession of prosecution-judge collusion?

Your physical participation at these two events can 
make the difference. It will guarantee the reversal of 
America’s Dreyfus Affair. 
Aaron Katz is director of the National Committee to 
Reopen the Rosenberg Case.
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the impact of racism and imperialism, both in history 
and at present.

“Throughout, the analysis is informed by Marxist 
theory, marked by a scathing indictment of racism and 
imperialism, and touched with a deep sense of 
humanism.”

One of the most memorable of Aptheker’s essays is 
his polemical piece “Heavenly Days in Dixie: or, The 
Time of Their Lives,” which originally appeared in 
Political Affairs in two parts (June and July 1974). This 
sardonically titled piece is a critique of Time on the 
Cross: The Economics of American Negro Slavery by 
Fogel and Engerman. That volume, which was hailed as 
“the current ‘sensation’ in the publishing market,” is 
shown by Aptheker to be “the most ardent defense of 
slavery published since 1854,” and also “the sharpest 
attack upon the Abolitionist movement.” “Heavenly 
Days” is the centerpiece of Part II, “Racism and Histor
iography,” in the present volume.

Another important chapter is “W.E.B. Du Bois and 
Africa,” a succinct and sympathetic biographical 
account of Dr. Du Bois’s struggle against racism over 
his long lifetime and of how this was integrated with his 
interest in the liberation of the oppressed peoples of 
Africa.

The final chapter is a post mortem tribute to Dr. Du 
Bois, “a man of peace,” who, in a last message before 
his death, wrote, “Peace will be my applause.”

Racism, Imperialism & Peace in its 18 lively chapters 
weaves these three themes into their respective interrela
tionships. It is fascinating and readable in its militant 
scholarship. Its “friendly” prose makes it pleasant and 
useful reading for all enemies of racism. 
Arthur Zipser

Racism, Imperialism and Peace
By Arthur Zipser

Below is reprinted a review of Dr. Herbert 
Aptheker’s “Racism, Imperialism & Peace,” pub
lished by Marxist Educational Press, Anthropology 
Department, The University of Minnesota, 215 Ford 
Hall, 224 Church Street, Southeast Minneapolis, 
Minnesota 5545. The review, written by Arthur Zip
ser first appeared in the People’s Daily World, 5/6/88

When Herbert Aptheker’s seminal work, American 
Negro Slave Revolts, was first published 45 years ago, 
there was no recognition in the halls of any white uni
versity of Afro-American history as a special discipline. 
Prior to Aptheker’s work, written when he was in his 
20s, Afro- American history essentially had been the 
field only of such Black historians as Carter Woodson, 
Charles Wesley, and W.E.B. Du Bois.

The white professors of American history, at best, 
were like William E. Woodward, biographer of Ulysses 
S. Grant. He said: “The Negro is lovable as a good- 
natured child . . .’’ They were, said Woodward, “the 
only people . . . that ever became free without any effort 
of their own.”

Single-handedly, at first, Aptheker labored to raise 
the level of Black history writing and research above the 
abysmal level that Woodward and his colleagues had 
reached. He has done this through his own prolific work 
on such history.

Though banned form academic employment until late 
in his life by reason of his proclaimed Communist Party 
membership, he has always pointed out, to younger 
scholars and to his contemporaries in general, areas of 
research that cry for their involvement. Many have been 
guided by his counsel to produce important work. Mean
while he keeps on producing important work himself.

Dr. Aptheker’s latest book, issued late last year, is 
Racism, Imperialism & Peace. It is dedicated, meaning
fully, "In memory of Henry Winston,” the late chair
man of the Communist Party.

The contents of this volume, except for a valuable 
Preface by its editors, Marvin J. Berlowitz an Carole E. 
Morgan, have appeared previously in various journals 
between 1970 and 1984. Most of them are from Political 
Affairs, theoretical journal of the Communist Party, 
USA.

The book, as the editors state, “brings together a 
representative sample of his [Aptheker’s] continuing 
contributions to the writing of history, his penetrating 
critiques of current historiography, and his analysis of 
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Lebanon, Israel and the U.S.
by Gordon Welty

A delegation of the Lebanese Woman’s Rights 
League (Ligue des droits de la femme Libanaise) visited 
Dayton, Ohio on April 17-18, 1988. [Their visit was just 
prior to the massive Israeli invasion of southern Lebanon 
in early May.] They were sponsored by the Dayton 
Chapter of WREE. The League is a sister organization of 
WREE, through its affiliation with the Women's Inter
national Democratic Federation (WIDF). The delega
tion included Linda Matar, president of the League, and 
Zoya Jureidini, another member of the League.

The delegation appeared at several churches, and at 
Wright State University. The delegation and their mes
sage was enthusiastically received at each point. They 
have come to the U.S. to explain to the American people 
the current events in Lebanon, the suffering and strug
gles of the Lebanese people, and the nature of Israeli 
aggression and U.S. government intervention in Leba
non. They are asking the American people to press their 
elected representatives to implement UN Resolutions 
425,508, and 509 which call for Israel to withdraw from 
southern Lebanon.
The Current Situation in Lebanon

After fourteen years of war, the socio-economic sys
tem in Lebanon is in an advanced state of collapse. 
Poverty and hunger are spreading to the majority of the 
people. The economic infrastructure, severely damaged 
by war, is in a state of drastic disrepair. Beirut has lost, 
perhaps forever, its place as a link between western and 
Arab markets. The Lebanese middle class has virtually 
disappeared in the process. The national economy is 
paralyzed, government institutions such as seaports 
have come under control of local militias and bandit 
warlords.

The government’s response to the deepening crisis 
has been wholly inadequate. Officially proposed solu
tions have been partial, nowhere approaching the root of 
the problem. The League argues that it is the regime 
itself which is exacerbating the crisis, seeking to conduct 
economic warfare against the people. The regime hopes 
to bring the people to their knees through deepening 
poverty and hunger. It thereby hopes to undermine the 
democratic tendencies which are developing in 
Lebanon.
The Struggle of the Lebanese People

Lebanon has undergone war for the past fourteen 
years, first the civil war which began in 1975, and then 
the war which followed the Israeli invasion in 1982. 
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The struggle which is continuing in Lebanon is not 
mainly a sectarian struggle, according to the League. 
The Lebanese civil war, which began fourteen years 
ago, was in essence a struggle between bourgeois ele
ments which included members of the several sects, and 
working class elements which also included members of 
the several sects. Thus the League understands the civil 
war to have been a form of class struggle. This was, of 
course, a particularly violent form.

As is well known. Syria was invited into Lebanon to 
help resolve the civil war. Syria responded and did 
provide assistance to the Lebanese people, out of a sense 
of Arab solidarity and internationalism. The League 
points out that the very elements in Lebanese political 
life who criticize Syria's presence in Lebanon were the 
most vociferous in extending the invitation to Syria in 
the first place.

When asked about the allegations of "terrorism” 
which are frequently cast against the Lebanese people by 
the U.S. media, the League responded that it has always 
taken a firm stand against acts such as kidnapping, 
assassination, etc. A most serious instance of an act of 
this sort was the assassination of Prime Minister Rashid 
Karameh a year ago in an attempt to disrupt the move
ment toward Arab unity in Lebanon.

These acts have been perpetrated by reactionary 
forces which are thereby defaming the struggle for jus
tice and self-determination of the Lebanese people. 
These acts should also not be blown out of perspective, 
as they usually are by theU.S. media. More people have 
been killed in acts of violence in a major U.S. city such 
as New York or Los Angeles during the past fourteen 
years, than have died in all the acts in Lebanon since 
1975 which the U.S. media has labelled “terrorist." 
And in comparison to the tens of thousands of Lebanese 
who died as a result of Israeli military actions, these 
numbers also pale in significance.

It must also be recalled that there are many acts which 
are not labelled “teirorist” by the U.S. media, but 
which are intended to terrorize a people or a group of 
people into political submission. Many such acts have 
been committed by the armed forces of Israel. There 
were many examples of such Israeli acts which were 
committed against West Bank youth who were demon
strating against the occupation of their land, during the 
first months of 1982. In part, the Israeli invasion of 
Lebanon in June 1982 was a response to these demon
strations and the failure of Israeli terrorism to squelch 
them.

During Israel’s 1982 invasion, tremendous destruc
tion was visited upon the peoples of southern Lebanon,
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The Role of the U.S. Government
The U.S. government has actively supported Israel, 

all the while having the understanding that Israel was 
violating human rights in Lebanon. This active U.S. 
support has taken the form of moral and material sup
port. It provides moral support for Israel’s violations of 
human rights every time the United States vetoes U.N. 
Security Council resolutions which express the interests 
of the Lebanese people. It provides material support so 
long as it continues to supply Israel with anti-personnel
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Sidon, Tyre, and Beirut. The Israeli military forces 
waged an unremitting assault upon the civilian popula
tion under the pretext that it intended to ‘‘decapitate’ ’ the 
PLO, and put an end forever to the national aspirations 
of the Palestinians on the West Bank and elsewhere. But 
the Israeli armed forces had other, specifically Lebanese 
goals as well. One was the Zionist goal of expansion of 
Israeli territory northward to the Litani River in southern 
Lebanon. Another was to sponsor sectarian groups who 
would keep Lebanon destabilized through a continuation 
of civil war. And the invasion was timed just before the 
Lebanese presidential elections to enable Israel to dictate 
the outcome of that election. Thus the Israeli goal was to 
demolish both the national unity of the Palestinian peo
ple, represented by the PLO, and the national unity of 
the Lebanese people, represented by the National Move
ment.

The Lebanese people began almost at once to resist 
the Israeli occupation forces. By September 1982, the 
Lebanese National Resistance Front began its operations 
in Beirut. Lebanese women played a significant role in 
this resistance movement, and a number of these women 
were martyred to the cause of national liberation. The 
Front’s resistance and successful operations took their 
loll on the Israeli armed forces. Public opinion within 
Israel began to tum against the occupation of Lebanon as 
the casualty rates of the Israeli armed forces rose. Then 
the Israeli occupation forces began to retreat, to their 
current status where they occupy approximately twenty 
percent of southern Lebanon. [Of course this status is 
subject to change in light of the May 1988 Israeli inva
sion of southern Lebanon.)

Along with this continuing occupation, Israel poses 
other and no less serious threats to Lebanese security, 
both in terms of military attacks such as the recent one at 
Kafareman village in southern Lebanon, and in terms of 
Israel’s support of sectarian violence. An example of 
this is the continuing support Israel provides to the 
“South Lebanese Army” of the late Saad Haddad, now 
led by Lahad. Furthermore, Israel continues to hold 
some 1000 Lebanese—including women—as virtual 
hostages in the Khyam prison camp, and other prison 
camps, in southern Lebanon. It has been well 
documented by international relief agencies that the 
Israelis practice the most brutal torture and inhumanities 
against these hostages.

There is a final point to be stressed about the heroic 
struggle of the Lebanese National Resistance Front 
against Israeli occupation. Before this struggle, many in 
the western media sought to project an image of the 
invincibility of the Israeli armed forces. The Lebanese 
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struggle, conducted against great odds, proved the falsi
ty of this image of invincibility. This struggle has pro
vided a great model for subsequent—and no less 
heroic— struggles of oppressed peoples against Israeli 
occupation in the West Bank and Gaza.
The Suffering of the Lebanese People

The suffering of the Lebanese people has been enor
mous. The inflation rate exceeded 300% last year, rising 
from 25% in 1984, to 70% in 1985, to 162% in 1986. 
Wage increases last year were at best in the neighbor
hood of 75%. Thus there has been a continuing decline 
in the working class standard of living in Lebanon. As a 
result of the civil war and the devastation wrought by the 
Israeli invasion, Lebanon has been unable to produce the 
subsistence goods needed by its people. Lebanon cur
rently imports about 85% of its consumer goods, so the 
foreign exchange rate is critical. The Lebanese Pound 
(L.L.) exchanged against the U.S. dollar at about 5.5 
L.L./dollar.

The living conditions of the Lebanese people have 
deteriorated sharply. The minimum wage level is now 
8500 L.L. per month, while two and a half pounds of 
meat costs 1700 L.L. The majority of children in Leba
non have seriously inadequate nutrition. The most basic 
foodstuffs are in short supply, or are priced beyond the 
means of the average Lebanese family. One of the first 
consequences of inadequate nutrition is increased health 
problems. Lebanese children are also deficient in health 
care. The majority of families cannot afford to pay for 
medication, even if it were available.

The League points out that there is a serious inadequa
cy of other public services, such as education. Many 
schools have been occupied by refugees whose housing 
was destroyed by the Israeli invasion. There is not 
enough classroom space in public schools for all the 
Lebanese children. Meanwhile, tuition has been rising 
sharply in the private schools. As a result, the majority 
of families cannot provide for their children’s education. 
The children are now leaving school before graduation 
to earn a living, to help contribute to the family income.



■
The Birth of Israel
By Herbert Aptheker

A bok of decisive importance for an understanding of 
the Israeli-Palestinian situation is that by the late Simha 
Flapan, The Birth of Israel: Myths and Realities (Panth
eon Books, N.Y., 1987, 277 pp., $18.95). The creden
tials of the author are very impressive: Simha Flapan, 
bom in Poland in 1911, emigrated to Palestine in 1930. 
He was founder and chief editor of the helpful Mid-East 
monthly New Outlook, and founder-director of both the 
Israeli-Arab Institute and the Israeli Peace Research 
Institute. He has been a Fellow at Harvard and an 
Associate of the Royal Institute of International Affairs 
in London. From 1954 to 1981 he was National Secret
ary of Israel’s Mapam Party, and for years was Director 
of that Party’s Arab Affairs department.

The present work was conceived as the first of a 
two-volume effort which would analyze Israel’s conduct 
of foreign affairs from the beginning to the present; alas, 
while working on volume two, Mr. Flapan died, in Tel 
Aviv in April, 1987. But we do have this volume and 
that alone is a splendid monument to Simha Flapan’s 
fruitful life.

The work examines seven “myths” widely progagan- 
dized by leading Zionist organizations and personalities 
and fervently believed by millions of people, non-Jews 
included. The author does not spare himself, noting 
from time to time in this book that, prior to the thorough 
examination of the sources that characterize it, he had 
also believed several of these myths. It may be added 
that at intervals, Flapan credits the heroic Communist 
Party of Israel with correct analysis.

These distortions go to the root of the Israeli- 
Palestinian question. They include the idea that the 
Zionist movement accepted the original United Nations 
partition and consequently planned for peaceful de
velopment. Both components of this basic idea are 
proven to be false. Conversely, the insistence by Israeli 
leadership that the Arabs as a whole rejected the original 
partition and planned and launched war also is so partial 
as to be erroneous.

The Zionist insistence that the Palestinians voluntarily 
fled their homes and villages, planning reconquest, is 
altogether untrue. On the contrary, they were forcibly 
removed from their ancestral homeland and, in many 
cases, this was done with extreme brutality, sometimes 
marked by atrocities. The idea that there was Arab unity 
in the effort to expel the Jewish people from Palestine 
also is shown to be false; important divisions on this
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weapons, vacuum bombs, napalm, etc. There is no 
doubt in anyone’s mind that the Israel armed forces will 
put these weapons to offensive use against civilian 
populations in Lebanon—and thereby violate both hu
man rights and American law. Thus the League con
cludes that the U.S. government is implicated in human 
rights violations in Lebanon.

The U.S. government has continued to violate the 
rights of self- determination of the Lebanese people. The 
shuttle diplomacy of U.S. Secretary of State Schultz 
between Lebanon, Syria and Israel during early 1988 
was designed to ensure that the United States would be 
able to influence the upcoming presidential elections in 
Lebanon Such tactics represent unwarranted and 
altogether unacceptable interventions in the internal 
affairs of a sovereign country. In this respect as in 
others, the League concludes that the U.S. government 
is still denying the Lebanese people the fundamental 
right of national self-determination.

Finally, the U.S. government has pressured Leba
non’s neighbors to submit to U.S. conditions regarding 
Israel. Such pressure is further evidence of U.S. im
perialist intervention in the Middle East.

The American people must demand of their elected 
representatives that UN Resolutions 425, 508, and 509 
be implemented immediately. These resolutions call for 
Israel to withdraw from southern Lebanon. [These re
solutions become even more urgent in light of the Israeli 
invasion of southern Lebanon in early May. Israeli 
tanks, armored personnel carriers and thousands of 
Israeli troops, supported by helicopter gun ships and jet 
aircraft, swarmed into southern Lebanon on May 2 on a 
massive ‘search and destroy’ mission. Israeli Prime 
Minister Shamir stated that this was “a usual action of 
securing the area.” The Israeli forces moved within 
several miles of Syrian military positions in the Bekka 
Valley. According to U.N. peacekeeping officials in the 
area, the Israeli forces—in keeping with what has be
come its usual practice—sealed off Lebanese villages, 
and then commenced house-to-house searches to take 
civilian hostages. U.N. Secretary General Perez de 
Cuellar called for the immediate withdrawal of the inva
sion forces and stated that “this further violation of 
Lebanese sovereignty is deplored.” Americans must 
always bear in mind that these reckless adventures of the 
Zionist militarists are only possible with continued U.S. 
government support—military, financial and political 
support.]

Gordon Welty is a professor of sociology who teaches 
courses on the Middle East at Wright State University. 
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malter existed among an Arab leadership which, from 
the beginning, manifested profound class and ideologic
al divergencies.

This Arab disunity and the existence of a desire for 
peaceful settlement among significant components of 
the Arab leadership and population refute the idea that it 
was an Arab invasion that made the first war inevitable. 
Related to this is the nonsense of a “defenseless” Israel 
which “miraculously” defeated an Arab Goliath. On 
the contrary, Flapan proves that the Israeli forces actual
ly outnumbered the combined forces of the Arabs, that 
destiny afflicted the latter, and that the weaponry posses
sed by the Israeli forces (thanks especially to Czech 
supplies) was far superior to that held by the Arab 
groups. In connection with the original UN action creat
ing (it was thought) two states of Israel and Palestine, 
Flapan records the decisive contribution of the USSR 
and of Gromyko personally.

Finally, Flapan demonstrates the falsity of the idea 
that “Israel has always sought peace, but no Arab leader 
has responded." The truth is that Zionist leadership 
planned and used force from the beginning; that repeated 
feelers for a peaceful settlement from several Arab lead
ers were summarily rejected.

Through war, Israel was created and through war it 
has expanded. Now—to anticipate the logic of Flapan's 
book—Israel is trapped by its policy of blood and iron, 
of expansion and occupation. A reversal of that policy, 
with its dependence on Washington, is the only course 
that can assure the existence of Israel in accordance with 
UN Resolutions.

I have simply outlined the Flapan book; its nearly 
three hundred pages reflect profound personal experi
ence and prolonged research by an internationally recog
nized scholar.

No one who wants to understand the Palestinian- 
Israeli question can afford not to study Flapan’s work. It 
is to be hoped that Flapan’s labor on volume two was 
sufficiently advanced at the time of his death that other 
hands can complete it and make it available to us all. 
Meanwhile, proper respect to Simha Flapan can be 
shown by those of us who remain by dedicating 
ourselves to seeking the justice and the peace to which he 
gave his life.

Sharing the Pain of Babi Yar
By Fred Weir

This article by Fred Weir, Moscow correspondent 
of The Canadian Tribune, first appeared in the Tri
bune on May 16, 1988. It was published below in 
abbreviated form.

Kiev, Ukraine—Something unprecedented and ex
tremely hopeful took place here last week.

On May 5, nine delegates of the Canadian United 
Jewish People’s Order (UPJO), most of them holocaust 
survivors, marched together with Russians, Ukrainians, 
and members of Kiev's religious Jewish community to 
the base of one of the most painful, emotion-charged and 
controversial memorials of the nazi rampage across 
Europe: the monument at Babi Yar.

Together they made brief speeches of remembrance, 
laid a wreath, and read Yevgeny Yevtushenko's shatter
ing poem, Babi Yar, in English, Yiddish and Russian. 
Finally the Canadian group sang, in Yiddish, a battle
song from the Warsaw ghetto uprising, Zog Nit Kein- 
mol—Never say you’ve walked the final road. . . .

Such a ceremony has never occurred before at Babi 
Yar, and the fact it happened now is both a tribute to 
changing attitudes within the Soviet Union and to the 
quiet persistence of an extraordinary group of Cana
dians.

“We were in Poland to take part in the 45th 
anniversary of the Warsaw ghetto uprising,” says David 
Abramowitz, National President of the UJPO. “We 
knew of Babi Yar and were intent to come here and 
honor all those who suffered and died in this place. In its 
way, it is a monument of equal importance with the 
Warsaw ghetto.”

Babi Yar is the name of the ravine within the city 
limits of Kiev where, between 1941 and 1943, the nazis 
murdered and dumped the bodies of over 100,000 peo
ple. The majority of the victims were Jewish—perhaps 
as many as 70,000—but many nationalities, including 
Russians and Ukrainians, were also among the dead.

It is fair to say that Ukrainian authorities were not 
enthusiastic when the UJPO plan to hold an explicitly 
Jewish ceremony at Babi Yar was first put to them. 
Complicated politics have swirled around the nazi geno
cide site since the end of the war, including charges from 
the West and Israel that Ukrainians are and remain 
anti-Semitic, and counter-charges that ideological oppo
nents of the USSR are attempting to divide Soviet vic
tims of nazism against each other.

For almost three decades no monument stood at Babi
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Yar, a shame that Yevtushenko lambasted in his poem. 
Then, in the early 1970s, the city of Kiev erected a 
powerful and moving sculpture on the site. The accom
panying plaque records the number of victims, describ
ing them as "citizens of the Ukraine," and makes no 
special mention of the Jews.

Whenever the subject of Babi Yar comes up. Ukrai
nians are quick—perhaps too quick—to point out that 
“Not only Jews are buried there, but people of many 
nationalities. ’’ This has struck many Jews as insensitive, 
as if it were an effort to submerge, or deny Jewish 
identity, long-standing Jewish presence in the region, 
and the special anguish of an entire people singled out by 
the nazis for total extermination.

Zionists charge that the underlying reason for the 
Ukrainian attitude is anti-Semitism, and they have 
sought to turn Babi Yar into a militant symbol of the 
impossibility of Jews ever being able to realize their 
aspirations within the context of Soviet life.

The truth would appear to be far more complex and 
considerably less malignant. Soviet scholars now con
cede that some degree of anti-Semitism remains a back
ground factor in Soviet life, and that Jewish culture and 
language are at a very low ebb. Jewish religious and 
cultural institutions suffered badly during the Stalinist 
anti-religion campaigns of the 1930s, though these were 
not directed specifically against the Jews. Anti- 
Semitism appeared in official policy only during the last 
years of Stalin, when Jewish doctors and intellectuals 
were accused of various fanciful conspiracies.

A far more important factor than any real or imagined 
anti-Semitism is the Soviet-nationalities policy over the 
past several decades, which has largely ignored the 
cultural and linguistic rights of minorities living outside 
of consolidated national territories. Jews are among the 
most dispersed of Soviet peoples, and this has left them 
countrywide in a situation a bit like that of Armenians in 
Nagomo Karabakh. Over the years very many Jews have 
voluntarily assimilated into surrounding nationalities, a 
significant number have emigrated, but many clearly 
wish to stay and strengthen their identity as Soviet Jews.

New winds are blowing. Kiev, for instance, has had 
only one synagogue for decades, but has recently ac
quired a new Jewish theatre and cultural centre. There 
are other straws in the wind. Ukrainian authorities are 
listening and acting in new ways.

They listened to the Canadian UJPO group, and gra
dually turned from skeptics to sponsors of the planned 
ceremony.

"We wanted to make clear that we came with sym
pathy in our hearts for all those who perished at the hands 
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of the nazis." says Abramowitz. “But we are Jews, and 
we also wanted to recognize the contribution and suffer
ing of Jews as Jews."

“It was very important to us to be able to join together 
with Soviets of different nationalities in this, for all 
suffered in common,” he says. “Moreover, many of our 
members arc alive today because the Soviet Union saved 
them from the nazis. The number of Jews who were 
pulled from the jaws of death by the Red Army is not 
well-known or appreciated in Canada. One reason for 
our coming here was to thank the Soviet people for 
this.”

For some members of the Canadian group at Babi 
Yar. this was no abstraction.

Miriam Fishbanc was bom in Dubno, in the western 
Ukraine, and recalls that when the nazis attacked, Soviet 
troops opened the borders and urged people to flee cast. 
Miriam walked all the way to Kuibyshev, on the Volga 
river. Most of her family was not so lucky: "The nazis 
took them to an open pit and shot them, just like what 
happened at Babi Yar." she says. “I am the only one 
who is left, and I am remembering today for all of 
them.”

Toby Flam's story is similar. She walked from Lodz 
to Samarkand, near the border of Afghanistan. Though 
she was Polish, the Soviets gave her documents that 
enabled her to sleep and eat in collective farms along the 
way.

Regina Balogh, a Polish Jew. fled to the Soviet- 
occupied western Ukraine in 1939 to escape the nazi 
deluge. The Soviets deported her to Siberia, and she 
spent a hard year in a transit camp before being permitted 
to settle down for the duration in Central Asia. "I went 
hungry sometimes, but so did all the Russians," she 
remembers. "They are very kind people, and I wish the 
best for them.”

Helen Zisman was seized by the nazis in Poland, and 
spent most of the war in a women’s concentration camp 
in Germany near Leipzig. As war's end neared, in 1945, 
the nazis took her along with 6,000 prisoners from the 
camp—Helen weighed just 20 kilos by then, she remem
bers—and threw them into the Elbe River.

“Of the 6,000 women, just 300 of us survived,” she 
said, “and only because Red Army soldiers suddenly 
appeared and came scrambling down the river bank to 
pull us out. Now, being here at Babi Yar, and hearing the 
Russian language being spoken around me, I can only 
think of that Russian soldier who pulled me out of the 
water. He was saying, Vui svobodni—“You’re free, 
you’re free . . .”

Last week this special group of Canadians joined
Jewish Affairs
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Festival of Jewish Culture 
in Poland

together with Soviets to remember the common agony of 
all nazi victims, and to make the world a little bit war
mer. a little more understanding, a little more united 
place.

There was no mistaking the critical moment of that 
ceremony. Everyone present visibly went rigid under the 
electrifying impact of the final verse of Yevtushenko’s 
poem:
There is no Jewish blood in mine,
Hut / am adamantly hated by all anti-Semites 
as if I were a Jew.

That is why I am a true Soviet.

EVERY READER 
GET A READER

by Sol Flapan
WARSAW—Poland’s southern jewel of Krakow is 
hosting a Festival of Jewish Culture this year.

There will be a treasure trove of historical landmarks. 
The Jagiellonian University which was opened in 1364, 
for example, Krakow was liberated intact on January 19, 
1945 thanks to the skillful generalship of Soviet Marshal 
Ivan Konev. Refraining from the use of artillery, 
Konev’s speed, maneuvering and suddenness freed Kra
kow which had already been mined by the nazi Germans 
who were prepared to blow the place to smithereens.

This ancient seat of Polish statehood, culture, art and 
academia and, at one time, also a major center of Jewish 
life is currently paying homage to what became over the 
centuries an integral part of the Polish experience. An 
experience which was holocausted during the Hitlerite 
genocidal occupation of Poland in World War II.

This two part “Judaica Festival” was launched in 
early May with an extended seminar by Krakow scholars 
in the Fields of literature, theatrical and cinematic arts, 
ethnography, painting and the graphic arts. Films on and 
about Jewish themes in the pre- and postwar periods will 
supplement papers delivered and ensuing discussion.

Part two of the Festival has been planned for October. 
It will be a review of foreign motion pictures dealing 
with the Jewish theme. An exhibition “Polish Jews” 
organized by Dr. Marek Rostworowski, curator of Kra
kow’s National Museum, will be yet another facet in 
recalling a culture which lent to, borrowed from and 
mixed with the host Polish culture in the course of a near 
millenium.

According to Folks Shtime, the bilingual weekly 
newspaper of the Socio-Cultural Society of Jews in 
Poland, the Krakow chapter of the Society is deeply 
involved in advising and assisting the exhibition orga
nizers. Folks Shtiine has appealed to its Yiddish and 
Polish language readers to write in and share their views 
on this latest of examples of upgrading the history of the 
Jewish profile here.

Meanwhile back in mid-March Krakovians had a 
foretaste of the Judaica Festival with an exciting staging 
of a Polish language version of the Yiddish classic The 
Dybbuk by Szymon Anski (Shloime Zajnwel Rapaport, 
1863- 1920). A dybbuk in Jewish lore is an evil spirit or 
the soul of a dead person residing in and controlling the 
actions of the body of a living individual which can be 
expelled only by a religious rite.

Continued from page 4
ly in his “Painful Pages”—“For what reason were the 
houses in the villages of Beita blown up? If the reasons 
necessitated the action, why were the people not brought 
to court so that justice could be shown? If the demolition 
of houses was carried out solely because of the agitation, 
what is being done to deal with Jewish agitators and 
those Jews who preach hostile acts? Is it enough to be an 
Arab? Are there no intelligent people among us; are 
there no human beings among us? The sages of deporta
tion are no sages and those who order houses to be blown 
up are no humans," Davar, 4/15/88. Serious warnings 
are being voiced by reasonable circles against the rise of 
the extreme right-wing.

The question is asked that if the talk about peace with 
the neighboring Arab states and with the neighboring 
Palestinian People is meant to be serious, "is this the 
way to promote the opening of negotiations for the 
establishment of peace?” The events in the village of 
Beita have shown more clearly the serious danger for the 
Jewish State presented by the extremist right-wing cir
cles who declare that the only road is that of using a 
"strong arm”—a path that can only lead to more victims 
and also, more tragically to a more deadly war than any 
of those experienced to date. An encouraging sign, 
therefore, is the mounting number of voices of reason 
calling for a policy of peace. 
J. Lipski is Israeli correspondent of Jewish Affairs.
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“Saving Soviet Jewry” 

by 
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by Henri Percikow
The summer sunlight 
Filtered down upon 
The barbed wire fence
Cleaving the Lodz Ghetto for Jews
From the outside world
Where a kermessc had been set-up
With a main attraction
A merry-go-round
With white wooden horses
Upon which Gentile children
Sat with joy
While its music flowed into the Ghetto
And swallowed like a heavenly tonic
By the captive Jewish children 
Who were drawn daily to 
This new world of enchantment
That had briefly opened for them a happy sight.
They stood distant, in fear
Of the armed nazi sentries
But with eyes and hearts longing
For the turning carousel
Unknown was music in their captivity 
Where only hunger and death stalked 
They stood like small emaciated ghosts 
Gaping hungrily and saddened
At this fantasy world
They could not reach
For the Yellow Star of David
Wom on their little backs
Made the distinction
Between life and death
Between Jewish and Gentile children 
Both innocent of the nazi scourge 
Of the “final solution.”
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Anski’s “the Dybbuk” is not a late night mystery 
thriller. It’s rather more of philosophical mysticism of 
Good versus Evil.

In a caption under a picture of a scene from the 
Krakow presentation Warsaw's unaffiliated daily Zycie 
Warszawy characterizes “The Dybbuk” as “one of the 
masterpieces of Jewish drama.” Earlier, in a pre
premiere article this popular newspaper with a national 
readership went one step further hailing ‘ ‘The Dybbuk” 
as “one of the masterpieces of world literature.”

The work was translated by Ernest Bryll and directed 
by Andrzej Wajda of stage and screen fame.

Significant in all this is that Jewish culture and history 
in Poland cauterized by the nazi criminals is of late being 
more and more recalled, reviewed and restudied by 
Poles. Gaining ever more currency and acceptance is the 
fact that Judaica, the religious and the secular, is an 
integral pat of Poland’s socio-national fabric.

And though yesteryear’s Jewish community is no 
more, the few Jews who have survived the nazi Shoah/ 
Holocaust/ and those who stood firm in face of some 
postwar insensitivities, misunderstandings and even 
wrongdoings as well as present day official and gras
sroots Poland are striving at reilluminating that Jewish 
past which is also Poland’s.
Sol Flapan is Polish correspondent of Jewish Affairs.
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Dear Reader:
As one who has been in the front ranks calling for a 

permanent peace in the Middle East, you are fully aware 
of the position of the editors and readers of Jewish 
Affairs, since its first issue in 1970, calling for a just and 
lasting peace in the Middle East.

In our first issue we published a statement of the 
CPUS A, stating: ‘ ‘The primary source of the war danger 
is the continuing expansionist policies which led to the 
Israeli aggression in 1967.”

In Vol 1, No. 2, we wrote: “For the people of this 
country the task is to oppose the continued arming of 
Israel ... and to demand that our government press 
instead for acceptance of withdrawal” from Israeli occu
pied territory.

To continue to spread this peace message, is becom
ing financially a heavy burden in light of increasing 
publication and mailing costs.

Our ANNUAL DINNER this year will take place on 
Sunday, October 2, 1988. We call upon you again for 
your financial support now by arranging forums, house 
gatherings, etc. to mobilize for a peaceful solution of the 
Middle East Crisis and to raise funds to keep Jewish 
Affairs going during this critical period.

As in past, we know that we can rely upon you to 
respond.

Contributions to Fund Appeal 
April 1 thru May 31st
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GXUixa^ittGl Sam u xaGUidxtGU uguugu GiaiOGl 
xG<ncuaictsl xd uc«uuM.aQ.u8a' xuU Ui xlc„8- 
xiugiL u m.u! xuG ugu uG^a1 cgigu gq^gcg 
GUGQadGi cul audu iGiuxc, xul ugu uG<\a xd xuL 
GX^GaadGU ax^d' di.ua cc, iiGua giligu tGauxcl ugu 
uxq iGiuxc, ^nua ad ugq dxalf uxq u Giua dxd

«gI Gm^q xuL Giua xd aua u giugug gixuiq' 
ua did Gi^ia'"
cftuul' xi u iiuxciGiG auuiu xd ax^GoadGu iud,l 
GlOiClGl xd xdXiGQ xd XUXCiGll d,XtGU' ecu XL 
xi a.xu xlguiuL uudx ad GdaauGQG xta..iGiuxi,LidG 
xcaznaxtGtGu hUiGigu auar"a,axca ugu Xutuuid' 
iiuxciGiG audiu ml xuaxiuiicL did a^uau dGtl ugu 
Xiittict GXU UIGl Ui XUXCiGIG CXGG^dGUltt xd Ui 
uxcl Ui Gtt^iGlG QXtUXaXUlGIG ClXCal tGGl^XOl Ui 
xaid, uciCi' uxa xttGiial' xi auda cua ov ixu xiud 
UGU ffiGb.UGUXdaxU ad UGU XiiOLtt' UGU GlUnCGU 
uxa uL cxiiua xuL u cglgxI ad Gtt^iGil axtuxa xd 
□cad.' Ui gxuxugcuc xi gi^iqL u dxaitiQQiGiG Xuaitc 
XIQUGUQiU^gL tGUlcl XL X GU^iaUidG ^iiLltt cd 
giguxL „X4< Xiuiuxu,,' uxq uxa axt.aGt^GL 
Gd ugu dxaitiQaiGiGu axuan xd ugu xuxciGigu 
xd ifliuxd, xd cggi^xqL cglixuL xuL l axe ugu xutxl 
Gx^iOiGiG ^iditt' ad x Gx^aiGil XntGxuffiaid uL- 
XlUGll Ui XUGQQiUaG LiiCGI CGUgL Gh\ XCUGttGU ad X

axl uxa xuGQQiua aiutaGu Gx^xcadGU xd uudx 
uaaau,,' ssvi)-
uxa xd xdtxtxl <\aicu ugq iGiux^udl GXd,d„ („xd, 
xdiGXXiX ua did dxaG „gxu u xuxcxu,, txu x dxaU' 
cd xmxu gi^iq.^xcgu xd <,xtu dxd uaxiL gu! uxu 
axdaun Cn ud Xutl ax^d,,' uxucxu xd: „ugu dxaU 
txtiua u uxca cd xl xcuxu ax^d' txuua uxq 
u gi^g xd xauudx GUuUna,.' xi; „x cx^d' uxq 
ad Gx^xoauxu ax^d' tGtiul ciiu Gxdaixi xuL Cn uL 
txuxcdxl' xi txtiucuid u GUnUna ad xl xcuxu cx^d' 
(88VI) XL = „CIiU UXUGl Xil UXLidl QXC Gil GQU 
nUiGix GX^d- cue uxca uxa rGGiUid uxu „Gi, uciGiau,, 
UGQGXQiGll dxtd GUGU.Q G^GIGU XlClXICUGttGl UXQ 
uxa UXLidl udj ad Gx^d xl cxguuxI iiL guI uxq 
guiiUiiQ- did xua ciu uxa ua cxiuil si uxuGiaidl 
iiu.aic Gil 1X1XU QXUiQ' Gil GXUGld^XGlU' si

QiU uxcl axdx xd uxiidl tnoa tGGuGua uxa gqu 
tiiQa Gil nUiffil GX^d xi <^xcl'
txntidaxu udj Gil uxu axtaGiUna' uxu uxuuucxcxu 
xucii' a.uxa txiita xuxa ua c^nd dxaL uxu 
uiuciu Gil ugu XGGiaxaxuaxu cxxiGigu aGcaidxu 
uxa iQLU GXUl XtaGlQul Gil CILdU iGlUX^ Xlil» Ui
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UjyOK'TIXD nXtf’XQKT’K 1JH .bxi»’ pyp Vxb'?”U 
jp’imonwa pro ixodk am vt’X'd’uki u’l ukh 
•wp’t'jKnur un djikip jstoi ami axn oxn ,pixa 
ovompopy yGruo’-nu 'td .np’»a UDxu’UTimx'? 
u'jKiyj pxn oxn .joyujxp .pxnyj uv'znx pi”T 
j’K pxnyi un’oynya'x jyrn .‘rxnr px paip-ixs 
*1’in -iyi pnxtw nyn ponyt orVo .nytriy ynytjx 

nyuruo’iiD lya'jp’nujx 
pxn 1 9xk pny» tmn px ix pyQ’x un yoyns ’n 
”T po nyax ,p” 944 uxanxD-juxnxo ayn updrixB 
x rx oxn .(19%) ^xnur p’p jympyj 179 mba pm 
po ■pi* px now po vaK1? nyi pa uxu'jtot upyrn 
— "pnxn" nyn .yjx1? nyurnxjxpy nynyw -iyi 
xtx utd pn pn ,u”x nyn px tx .jx arm (4.4.88) 
vnxr ."pVxD p’O O’inx txb" y’JXDOxp yp’ioynx’V 
jo-noyn nya pam is u”pay'7jya nyi pyn u’i pa 
pxn ix’ juxy1? po -pya px .Mib’p’iTOis .mx’ia >pix 
y'ly’iDonrx yxixj x jox^iyyi q’t 
px .nyVyu'S® n px yjx1? n px pinaynyunx 
oxn .yurtrnp x wao rx bVaa pyiTU”nujnyj 
rx prayj yun’Dipx n qrx ”anx jx pbxno’ix 
rx .ppjo’ix ybxoxbxp yoy^axjix tra pranxo 
-'jut’ i”ix .w’noiTryi q’lx ubyj p’p xu’i nyanyn 
jix ybynDomrx ’n p’uty qnx .pyn 

.jnVp’nuax yoybuoxiyun’nnjx'?
yp’DX’X ’7 ix .jr’np yuma px p’X "anyn uyi pa 
p’T uyiTD ix .pyn usyiyinxo on pp yixV 
-ojayb ya^vi n is pypisp’ms qn qy’ijyaaix 
oxn .nixutyonx pxo utynynys pxn’o oxn .oyanxi 
■pix ojnxty px nnanp 'no pnyj anu pi© uxn 
on pm prayj n po nyuyanx b’O oxn .u’anyn 
rx'o ix .p’K us: pa .ayanx nyn is paipyj 
.pyuiya nyunnu nyunynnn jo’^wikd is pbiyaaix 
ynyn© nynnyiaix px qnx nix pyb yabyn 
yp’i’jxn©’ n riba un -pi pxn ”ansn .pjnnnxa 
(r’payVusxty'jyTyj y©’axnx sunnnxinx 
nyj’uoy'jxD ’7 pa qaxp pra U7’rnx7’bxo 
■pix p”Q© os nxi .ysxsipx ny7 pyp 7Jinxnr’x 
7yp’7’?X7©’ ny7 px pa’u© ’7 ixv is ixu po 
’7 I'jyawisox ©Din oxn .irpoybuoxuibym 
jid u’n© yurtrbxB piyinsix px y’spx y^’nyu’^a 
’7 po riba an .nyruoy'pxs n a’o p’mxnnxo 
yoybuDXiybyiyj .nybaorp pymn© yaojyyiyjjx 
prj ]©nis ,nnyiy7 px p’s’DX 160 qnx 7X1 ,nyia 
jx aaybaiDynxB pxn oyjixn y©’nya,,ra yaooyn ’7 
nnp’mnyanx n ]'?ya©Bx nxs nnnyn ny7 is ^ysx 
x p’B 7xb px j'pxb 7yraDybxB pyp p’Q’^xB 
MaylJune

di.ua


yup-pi
□O^KJnWT I7N,W’

nmo w 40
T

V’D u’n ,jti’33i 3D2’Bipx n qnx in2spb3DX3 
n pa qoxp jt3’2l73n Din D’i2x jso DD’in inisp23ix 
JBl’SXl Jp’2m’2T3X J13p 23DD3p'XD31 23113132X11 
ONT j3U323isoix u’nisi qn oxn oxn .uixsipx 
oi’^si qx2 uxn qoxp 2313’2'132 23”T •P'ixb 313’2’’ 
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pa uaxtyiss’iixa 232 23tinx in'iDxnxB 232 ”3 
313’2’’" pa ixDpxiin 01110'7x112x0 ,1X2XD o'xi1? 
232 pa 23D302XU’d ’poa’b qar ian 232 uxn"D’l’is 
pa uiinixaoinxp px "isn 232" mu’s nwax-bn 
2ixbo’ix px ossxio'ix invomixna 3t3’2” sds’ids

5x213’ px jurissum suss1! n jisii psisrws’X 
*ixa j2xa3i 3UD123 n pix jrnsux uxn uofti 232 
jsp oxn 3’sxaipx tin u’D jssnxa pa bxw

.non'ia x qxi is prann 
pa opixn Din pix jrnsnx uoxi 232 uxn ”2232 
p’trbxa x nxa jaoirp oxn mma iw’axnx'bxnf’ n

.di1?® jD-ixiin x is prann pp oxn 
Dbw pa pm .mm lypnim px isr,u’ nm ixi 
uxn ’pDD,,7 t]ov px pxna pxnsi D^irotm 
uaxipurna px oib® nxa ut'jsbx px Dnsauissi

nixmxa pimxo px spnvnx pmns

jbp’tnx yp’DD’n ns”T ”ns -im’x xn jpm td 
■u”s n px upTiiin px ’poB’1? qar nan pa pnwi 
stmT” bia px opmsiuD’x px hxit»’ pa pans?

: u'avn im ijot panu/u’s

,’pOD'»l7 fjOV 
yp,’ny»x pK

’(JOB’1? «]BV pa

Dm PIP'D TD TX .^XDIS P’p D’l IP1TD2 VX'D 
px 13X2 P’lx T’I'JD D’l Vx-lW’ 111’20 JIB 1XU2X’ JUD40 
1XD2X’ JDD45 Dm Jp2S0BX JU’O ,p’U”SD”^l UVD= 

PX T1X 2X1,21XDWD’lX-XDin ]171DO12 2»lWIP2Xn JW 
210’dds'ixb 2S2 Jis w'lxnm Din JIB P’^aix
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